Reporting all maximal cliques of a graph

Maximal cliques and applications
Reporting the maximal cliques of a graph is a fundamental problem arising wherever graphs are the natural way to model objects and their interactions. Example applications can be found in network design and analysis, social sciences, or mathematical biology. Our interest in this problem comes from this latter vein, and in particular structural biology. More precisely, the detection of maximal cliques is fundamental for the question of combinatorial partial shape matching which consists, given two graphs, of reporting either all Maximal Common Induced Subgraphs -MCIS, or all Maximal Common Edge Subgraphs -MCES. See [9] for a general discussion of these problems. Example applications of clique detection algorithms for the identification of MCIS and MCES in computational structural biology are as follows: In [13] , MCIS involving four atoms are used to define rigid motions for docking a ligand into a protein; also for docking, MCIS involving pairs of compatible atoms (each pair consisting of (donor, acceptor) of electrons) are sought in [8] ; tertiary structure similarity is investigated from Maximum Common Induced Subgraph in [7] ; strategies to report connected common sub-structures rather than general common sub-structures are investigated in [10] 1 ; the detection of cliques for structure prediction is carried out in [14] .
Maximum weight clique, maximal cliques, enumeration problems
Reporting all maximal cliques of a graph should be not confused with the problem of finding the maximum weight clique, a well studied problem of combinatorial optimization for which a vast literature exists [2] . As opposed to the maximum weight clique problem, the output of maximal clique enumeration algorithms may be exponentially sized [11] , so that an algorithm with provably good running time w.r.t. the input size is not possible. However, even with this consideration, any algorithm reporting all maximal cliques should, in some sense, be output sensitive.
Up to 1999, a comprehensive bibliography of clique enumeration algorithms can be found in [2, Section 5.1]. General algorithms -i.e. algorithms not geared towards specific graphs [11] -fall into two veins. First, one finds the Bron-Kerbosch (BK) algorithms [3] and its sibling [1] , a list to which one should prepend the recent variant of BK by I. Koch [9] , motivated by the insights of [1] . We call this family of algorithms greedy algorithms. Alternatively, one may resort to output-sensitive algorithms, either that of Tsukiyama et al. [15] , or the more recent alternative strategy based on matrix multiplication [12] .
Theoretically, an important measure of any enumeration algorithm is its output sensitivity, and in this regard, the first result was published by Tsukiyama et al. [15] . Results on output sensitivity are proved by bounding (i) the time to report the first clique (ii) the time required to report any additional new clique. To the best of our knowledge, state of-the-art results in this direction have been established in [12] , where it is proved that all maximal cliques of a n vertices graph can be enumerated using n 2 space, and with time delay O(M(n)) with M(n) the cost of multiplying two n × n matrices.
The practical efficiency of algorithms is a different topic, and until recently, all papers acknowledged BK algorithm as the best one in practice [4] , especially when I. Koch's pivot selection strategy is used [9] . Of particular interest is the comparison of greedy versus output sensitive algorithm. As shown in [16] , greedy algorithms outperform provably good output sensitive ones [12] .
Contribution and paper overview
The goal of this note is to bridge the gap between [3] , [9] and [16] : -in [3] , Bron and Kerbosh report two algorithms, Version 1 and Version 2, the second one being an optimization of the first one based on fixed points or pivots; -in [9] , a number of pivot selection strategies are investigated, together with an interesting observation which is left aside, while this observation actually provides a work-around to tricky cases reported by Koch herself; -in [16] , Tomita et al. propose an algorithm which is exactly Koch's algorithm, with a subtle variation which is the observation left aside by Koch. In passing, notice we re-discovered this algorithm independently from [16] , as testified by the 2005 version of the technical report [6] .
To bridge this gap while keeping the paper self-contained, Section 2 is organized as follows: first, Version 1 of the BronKerbosch algorithm is recalled; second, the generalizations of Version 2 by Koch [9] are recalled; third, the connection with [16] is presented.
Notations
The size of a finite set S is denoted | S |. We shall denote the graph
Pivot selection algorithms in the lineage of the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm
The Bron-Kerbosch algorithm
To begin with, we recall the standard Bron-Kerbosch (BK) Algorithm [3] - Fig. 1 . The algorithm maintains three disjoint sets of nodes R, P, X . Set R stands for the currently growing clique; set P stands for prospective nodes which are connected to all nodes in R and using which R can be expanded; set X contains nodes already processed i.e. nodes which were previously in P and hence all maximal cliques containing them have already been reported. An important invariant is that all nodes which are connected to every node of R are either in P or X . Purpose of X is to avoid reporting the same maximal clique multiple times, through the update P = P − {u i }. To avoid reporting cliques which are not maximal, the algorithm checks whether set X is empty : if X is non-empty, the nodes in X may be added to R, but this would yield previously found maximal cliques.
Naturally, the standard BK algorithm exhibits very poor output sensitivity in the worst case. Since the algorithm knows that a clique is non-maximal only when the clique has been fully formed in R, all cliques are enumerated -possibly exponential number of them in the size of output -the number of maximal cliques. To get around this problem, a variant of the algorithm, called Version 2, is presented in [3] . We now present this variant and put it in perspective as in [9] .
Pivot selection heuristics
Using a pivot. Based on the observations raised in [3] and [1] , which aim at reducing the size of the recursion tree of Bron-Kerbosch, a general (i.e. template) heuristic for BK-like algorithms is analyzed in [9] . 2 The heuristic is based on the identification and elimination of equal sub-trees appearing in different branches of the recursion tree which lead to the formation of non-maximal cliques. As indicated in the statement of [9, Thm 3.4], this identification is performed via the choice of a pivoting node u p ∈ P. Given the pivot u p , we shall partition P as P = P
neighbors of the pivot in P and P + = P − P − , the remaining nodes which are not neighbors of u p . (Note that by definition, a node cannot have an edge to itself, hence u p belongs to P + .) Observe that no subset of P − can be appended to R by itself to form a maximal clique, because such a clique can always be extended by u p . In other words, any maximal clique containing R must also contain at least one node u + ∈ P + , and any such clique will be discovered in the sub-tree of recursive call in which u + is appended to R. Hence, nodes from P − can be skipped from the main for loop of the BK algorithm. The pseudo-code of this algorithm (denoted IK) is presented in Fig. 2 . This code is a template in the sense that the precise way in which the pivot is chosen is not described, as conveyed by IK_*.
Alternatives investigated in [9] . In Koch's paper, two classes of selection strategies for the pivot are reported: -In Thm 3.4, the pivot is picked from set P. Practically, this leads to two options which are experimentally investigated: the first one (IK_RP) consists of choosing the pivot at random in P; the second one (IK_GP) consists of choosing as pivot the vertex with largest degree in P. For random graphs, it is shown experimentally that IK_GP outperforms IK_RP. However, for a particular class of graphs discussed below, the performance of greedy selection can be as poor or even poorer than randomized selection.
-Thm 3.6 observes that the pivot can also be picked from set P ∪ X . But this observation is not used algorithmically. [16] Fixing the case of K n ∪ K 1,n . The problem reported in [9, Thm 3.5, Fig. 7 ] is concerned with a graph of 2n + 1 nodes consisting of two connected components, namely K n and K 1,n -reproduced on Fig. 3 . As depicted on that figure, if the pivot is selected Fig. 3 . Calling IK_GP on K 1,n ∪ K n yields a recursion tree of size Θ(n 2 ).
Improved pivot selection and
only from P, at every recursive call with non-empty P, the main loop in the algorithm is run at least once (exactly once in the situation in Fig. 3 ) since the pivot is a non-neighbor of itself. Being able to select the pivot from X removes this anomaly, since all the vertices in P can be skipped if they are neighbors to the pivot. More precisely, the pivot is the node u p from P ∪ X maximizing the cardinality of the set P ∩ N[u p ]. This strategy consists of integrating Thm 3.6 from [9] as pivot selection in algorithm IK_*. We denote the corresponding algorithm IK_GPX, and make the following observation:
Observation 1. Consider a recursive call of the IK_GPX algorithm, such that the set P consists of the graph K n ∪ K 1,n . The corresponding recursion tree has size O(n).
The reason why this simple trick works is also quite intuitive -although the disconnected large degree pivot is selected at the topmost level even in this case, at least one node from the n-node clique appears in the set X for all the branches leading to non-maximal cliques (see Fig. 3 ), in subsequent recursive calls. The pivot then is selected to be such a node from X , which is a neighbor to all the nodes from the n-clique. All the branches leading to non-maximal cliques are thus cut down at the next recursion level, because the neighbors of a pivot are not appended to R.
Bridging the gap with the Version 2 algorithm of [3] , and the Cliques algorithm [16] . We now explain why this pivoting strategy is identical to the algorithm developed in [16] . As explained on Fig. 4 -adapted from [16, Fig. 1 ], the set SUBG consists of the nodes of the graph which exhibit full connectivity to the clique Q found so far. (Set Q is a global variable used to store the maximal clique under construction, and corresponds to parameter R of algorithm IK_*.) With our notations, set SUBG is exactly P ∪ X . Then, the vertex u of algorithm Cliques -[16, Fig. 2 ], is chosen in SUBG, that is P ∪ X . Finally, the while loop consists of iterating on the non neighbors of the pivot u.
It should be noticed that the pivoting strategy from P ∪X was already essentially present in [3] , where the pivot is termed fixed point, while the sets P and X are called candidates and not. One indeed reads the fixed point is taken either from not or from the original candidates, whichever point yields the lowest counter value after the first addition to not.
This strategy is that just described, excepted that the pivot selection from P ∪ X is deferred after the first insertion into X .
Incidence on global performances. The difficulty faced by Koch's algorithm for the graph K n ∪ K 1,n may be faced in a more general setting in the course of a recursion, namely whenever any node in P has a number of neighbors larger than the size of a clique to be discovered. In such a case, the pivot selection from P ∪ X avoids the (local) quadratic trap. This situation may occur a number of times in the course of a recursion, so that one expects IK_GPX to outperform IK_GP and IK_RP. This observation is indeed borne out by the experiments reported in [6] , where a strategy based on so-called dominated nodes is also explored. Interestingly, it is also reported in [16] that the same algorithm outperforms provably good output sensitive ones [12] .
Conclusion
This note bridges the gap between three papers addressing the problem of reporting maximal cliques, namely BronKerbosh [3] , Tomita et al. [16] , and Koch [9] . More precisely, we show that these algorithms resort to the same strategy which consists of pruning the search tree, resorting to well chosen pivoting nodes. As the resulting algorithm has been shown to be worst-case optimal by Tomita et al. Fig. 1 in [16] . The pivot is selected from set SUBG (set P ∪ X with our notations). This set exhibits full connectivity with the clique Q (set R with our notations) grown by adding nodes from CAND (set P with our notations).
